
Azure seas, white sands, palm trees swaying in the breeze – 
the Caribbean is island life at its best.

Laden with history, from marauding pirates to Spanish conquistadors, the Caribbean has stories
to tell. This is a place where paradise meets culture, where the civilized meets the uncharted,
and where the locals are among the most welcoming hosts on Earth. From the Bahamas to
Jamaica, Panama to Barbados, adventure beckons amid the tropical trees and crystal clear
waters of the Caribbean, and you’re invited to experience it all on board The World's First
Discovery Yachts™, Scenic Eclipse.

Whether you’re interested in diving, discovering nature and gorgeous beaches or exploring
towns where Latin and creole cultures have peacefully coexisted and intermingled over several
centuries, you’re sure to find your perfect spot in the Caribbean. Snorkel in the remarkable
coral reefs and watch endemic species swimming peacefully in the clear, calm waters.

Why Visit the Caribbean?
Vibrant Cultures
A mosaic of ethnic, religious and linguistic backgrounds, the Caribbean Islands are a
fascinating array of rich and vibrant cultures, with a mixed ancestry of European, African and
Indigenous roots. Discover the unique carnival atmosphere and festival celebrations, that
include colorful costumes and parades with traditional Caribbean dancing and music.

Stunning Scenery
The majestic Caribbean Sea and its plethora of stunning islands have long captivated the
imagination and conjured images of palm trees, turquoise waters and expansive beaches of
fine white sand. Described by early explorers as “the most beautiful land that human eyes have
ever seen”, the Indigenous inhabitants of this region had relished for centuries in its beauty and
riches.

Marine & Wildlife
Abundant in breathtaking flora and fauna, a highlight of visiting the islands is experiencing the
magnificent array of plant and animal species. The exquisite marine life includes several types
of sea turtles, pelagic and reef fish, sharks, marine mammals such as dolphins, porpoises and
whales, and numerous sea birds. On land, the islands are a bird lover’s paradise. Home to
hundreds of different species, some of the endemics include the West Indian whistling duck, the
Antillean crested hummingbird and the Hispaniolan woodpecker.

Culinary Delights
Those with an adventurous palate will enjoy sampling the Caribbean cuisine, which is often as
colorful in ingredients as it is by name. From local street food dishes of pickled pig and lamb
to freshly barbecued shellfish, many islands are renowned for fresh and local cuisine with big
flavors.

Tailored on Shore Experiences
Scenic Eclipse offers truly all-inclusive curated Scenic Enrich experiences taking you behind
the scenes in the most spectacular surrounds with private access and immersive moments.
Scenic Freechoice activities are meticulously curated to cater to all interests and fitness
levels, including experienced guided walking and bike tours. From a relaxed to active pace,
there’s something for everyone.

CARIBBEAN CRUISING
ON A SCENIC LUXURY YACHT



Up to 228 guests on board for a truly exclusive Discovery Voyage
Up to 15-member specialist Discovery Team
Engaging lectures and education program with on board experts
Scenic Discovery excursions and shore side expedition program
Full kayak program and stand-up paddleboarding
Exclusive Scenic Enrich experience
Personalized Scenic Freechoice experiences

 

Scenic Eclipse Helicopter
Our state-of-the-art helicopters are some of the quietest in the sy, with outstanding visibility.
During your flight, outstanding visibility is provided by the large wrap-around windscreen and
wide windows. Those facing forward will have incredible views, as will those seated in the rear
position, thanks to a raised 'theater-style' platform. Your enjoyment and comfort is our number
one priority on our helicopter excursions.

To ensure the safety of our guests our helicopters are also equipped with GPS tracking, an
active air traffic advisory system, Bluetooth air to ship communication and wire strike
protection. 

Scenic Neptune Submarine
Redefining underwater exploration, Scenic Neptune effortlessly explores crystal clear waters,
providing you with one of the most luxurious underwater experiences. 

Gasp at fascinating marine life, marvel at vibrant coral reef and inspect mysterious
underwater ruin - the possibilities are endless.  With seats mounted on revolving platforms,
guests can swivel 280 degrees to view in all directions through the two large, ultra-clear
acrylic spheres of the submarine. You'll never miss a moment on your voyage under the sea.

Scenic Neptune is a U-Boat Worx Cruise Submarine 7 capable of diving up to a depth of 984
ft, with spacious seating for up to six guests, plus our expert pilot. Custom-built for optimal
sightseeing, an excursion under the ocean will be truly unforgettable.

Watersports
Kayaks, stand-up paddleboards, water skiing and more are all available to launch directly
from the the Scenic Eclipse.

The Discovery Voyage Experience
Enjoy unrivaled exploration and immersive experiences in the Caribbean on a Scenic Discovery
Voyage. The perfect blend of expedition and cruise voyages with:

UNIQUE EXPERIENCES ON 
SCENIC ECLIPSE 


